SUCCESS STORY

What changes have you noticed since beginning vision therapy? Use reverse if needed.

McKenna is now able to cross her eyes. She no longer complains about head aches or tells me the words cross when she reads.

Have your goals been met? Yes

Please comment: She has met her goals to be able to read small print and not have double vision.

Would you recommend this service to others? Yes

Comments: After reading McKenna's success story that she wrote I can 100% say it was worth it!
SUCCESS STORY

What changes have you noticed since beginning vision therapy?

I have noticed that it is way more enjoyable to read because I don't get headaches or double vision. I also have noticed that the words do not get blurry at all anymore.

Have your goals been met? Yes.

Please comment: My goals have definitely been met. I remember when I wrote what my goals were and one was that I would not have to use my finger to follow what I was reading. Also, I wanted to be able to read small prints, and I have been.

Comments: I would for sure recommend this to others. First of all, it will fix every problem you every had with your eyes 100%. Second of all, there is some really cool and fun stuff there.